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Figure 1: 2m air temperature differences of the pre-surge states with regard to their mean. The overlays mark the elevation differences seen by ECHAM at 250 m levels. Dashed lines mark lower elevations. All temperature and elevation differences are small enough to consider the different Heinrich event background states as similar enough for the composite.
Figure 2: Ice sheet elevation differences of the pre-surge states with regard to their mean. The overlays mark the elevation in the reference run. All elevation differences are small enough to consider the different Heinrich event background states as similar enough for the composite.

Figure 3: Influence of the latent heat flux ascribed to ice discharge experiments with 0.1 Sv freshwater hosing in Hudson Strait. a) 2m air temperature change in a hosing experiment with latent heat effect. b) 2m air temperature change in a hosing experiment without latent heat effect. c) Contribution of the latent heat effect to the 2m air temperature changes. Calculated as a) – b)

These experiments were based on a climate-only experiment with glacial maximum boundary conditions as described in Ziemen et al. (2014), with fixed ice sheets and ice discharge and melt rates. The data is averaged over centuries 3-5 of the hosing experiments and a matching control run.
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